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QUESTION 1

The SAML and WS-Security industry standards can be applied to the same service composition architecture. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A service that issues a SAML assertion is called a Policy Decision Point (PDP) while a service that accepts a SAML
assertion is called a SAML authority. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Security specialists at an organization require that messages exchanged between two services are kept private. There
is an added requirement to check if the messages were tampered with. 

The application of which of the following patterns fulfills these requirements? 

A. Data Confidentiality 

B. Data Origin Authentication 

C. Direct Authentication 

D. Brokered Authentication 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

The owner of a service inventory reports that the public key related to a certain private key has been lost. There is a
concern that this was the result of a security breach. A security specialist recommends contacting the certificate
authority in order to add the corresponding certificate to the certificate authority\\'s Certificate Revocation List (CRL).
However, the certificate authority responds by indicating that this is not necessary. 

Which of the following answers explains this response? 

A. The certificate authority needs to issue a new public key instead. 



B. The certificate authority requires that the existing public key needs to be changed within the existing certificate. 

C. Public keys cannot get lost because they are alreadypublicallyavailable. 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The use of XML-Encryption supports the application of the Service Abstraction principle because the actual message
remains hidden from the attacker. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

The Brokered Authentication pattern needs to be used in conjunction with the Data Confidentiality and Data Origin
Authentication patterns in order to ensure that claims held in security tokens remain secure and that the security tokens
are actually issued by a valid authentication broker. 

What is wrong with this statement? 

A. The Brokered Authentication pattern, the Data Origin Authentication pattern and the Data Confidentiality pattern
cannot be used together. 

B. Only the Brokered Authentication pattern and the Data Confidentiality pattern need to be applied together in order to
ensure that claims held in security tokens remain secure. 

C. The statement is correct if the Brokered Authentication pattern is substituted for the Direct Authentication pattern. 

D. There is nothing wrong with this statement. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Both the Brokered Authentication pattern and the Direct Authentication pattern advocate the use of a central identity
store. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 8

The application of the Data Origin Authentication pattern only provides message integrity. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You are required to design an authorization mechanism for a REST service. The service provides functionality by
providing access to different resources, some of which are local to the service while others are located on remote
servers. You are required to restrict access to the service based on which resource is requested and which HTTP
method has been specified by the service consumer. 

By doing so, which combination of action control rules needs to be used? 

A. identity and environment 

B. environment and resource 

C. resource and action 

D. action and identity 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

The application of the Service Abstraction principle can hinder your ability to fully determine how a service composition
is secured because you may not be able to find out how all composed services are secured. 

A. True 

B. False A 

Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 11

The X.509 token can be used to express a security token that provides an X.509 digital certificate. 

A. text-based 

B. UDDI-based 

C. binary 

D. None of the above. 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Service A is owned by Organization A. Service A sends a message containing confidential data to Service B, which is
owned by Organization B. Service B sends the message to Service C, which is also owned by Organization B.
Organization A trusts Organization B, which means there is no requirement to protect messages from intermediaries
and after a message is received by Service B (and as long as the message remains within the boundary of Organization
B), there is no requirement to keep the message data confidential. 

Which of the following approaches will fulfill these security requirements with the least amount of performance
degradation? 

A. Messages exchanged between Service A and Service B are encrypted using XML- Encryption. 

B. The communication channel between Service A and Service B is encrypted using a transport- layer security
technology. 

C. SAML security tokens are used so that Service B can authenticate Service A. 

D. An authentication broker is introduced between Service A and Service B. 

Correct Answer: B 
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